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Abstract Today is the world of digital imaging and imaging is used in every application like forensic imaging, medical imaging, computer graphics, etc. The images are captured by the hardware, converted into digital form by the software and stored in the memory devices. The digitized images are stored and displayed in the form of square pixels. In today’s era another pixel digitization scheme has come into the picture i.e. ‘hexagonal tessellation scheme’. Due to its advantages like greater angular resolution, consistence connectivity, higher symmetry, higher quantization error, with lesser aliasing effect, this tessellation scheme is preferred more as compare to the square one. So, in this paper, the picture quality of images using square pixel is compared with that of images employing hexagonal pixels.
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1. Introduction The square pixels have the benefits of picture symmetry, lesser calculations, easy to store and easy to implement, but the images with the square pixels show a number of drawbacks like aliasing effect, quantization error, inconsistent connectivity of central pixel with its neighboring pixels, lesser angular resolution of pixels with lesser symmetry. So images with the square pixels are lesser pertinent to the vision process. Since Golay [1], the possibility of using a hexagonal structure to represent digital images and graphics has been studied by many researchers. Hexagonal pixel is an alternate tessellation scheme which has been proven a better efficiency and less aliasing effect [2]. It has been concluded that, this scheme resemble with the intelligent vision of human visual system, also it matches with the natural occurrences like structure of bee hives, structure of simple eye unit called ‘ommatidia’ present in crustaceans (hard shelled animal such as crab) are also in the shape of hexagon [3]. So, these are the natural occurrences that motivated us to hypothesize that the hexagonal pixels would provide a better quality from that of the square pixel. The importance of the hexagonal representation is that it possesses special computational features that are pertinent to the vision process. Its computational power for intelligent vision pushes the hexagon structure in field of image processing field. Dozens of reports describing the advantages of using such a grid type are found in the literature [1], [2], [3]. Higher degree of circular symmetry, uniform connectivity, greater angular resolution, and a reduced need of storage and computation are all advantages that differs the hexagon structure from the square structure in image processing operations. In spite of its numerous advantages, hexagonal grid has so far not yet been widely used in computer vision and graphics field.
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The main problem that limits the use of hexagonal image structure is believed due to lack of hardware for capturing and displaying hexagonal-based images. In hexagonal grid each unit is a set of seven hexagons compared with the traditional rectangular image architecture using a set of 3× 3 vision unit as shown in Figure 1.



(a)



Rectangular



(b)



Hexagonal



Figure1.



2. TESSELLATION SCHEMES There are three tessellations available to tile a plane which is regular and the samples do not overlap along with each other and with its gaps. All these tessellations schemes will either be inconsistent in the neighborhood connectivity or will produce gaps or overlap among the samples. [4].



2.1 Square Tessellation This scheme is simplest one among three and uses the Cartesian co-ordinate system for all digital operations. Pixels are commonly in square because squares fit together without leaving gaps, have sides of equal length and can be mapped to a grid with two axes – horizontal and vertical. Square pixels became the norm because there needed to be an industry standard to avoid compatibility issues over different devices. Square pixels stuck due to their simplicity.



Figure2.



2.2 Triangular Tessellation Triangular tessellations scheme, shows the tight arrangement among the other ones and show more information in the same image as compare to the other tessellations. In this, the central pixel has 12 neighbors and these can be classified into two groups: those that have an edge in common with central pixel, and those that only have a corner in common. The complicated nature of this sc scheme, make this type of tessellation un-attractive.
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Figure3.
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2.3 Hexagonal Tessellation Hexagonal tessellation scheme, show the tight and compact packing of the pixels among the others. Hexagonal lattices also more closely resemble the pattern of photo-receptors in the human eye than square lattices. This means that they may be used when attempting to simulate the visual information provided by the eye to the brain and some of the visual processing performed by the brain on image data, such as simulating.



Figure4.



Since the image pixels are closer to each other in hexagonal images, thus making the edges more clear and sharp as compared to square image [5]. The reasons to use hexagonal image processing are: • To make the image recognition algorithms more efficient. • To reduce the complexity of the image and make processing fast. • Features of an image can be detected more accurately.



3. Advantages of Hexagonal Structure over Square Structure 3.1Regular Tessellation scheme The hexagonal tessellation scheme provides the most compact and tight packing among the square tessellation scheme. Beehives are the typical example for the tight packing which is in hexagonal arrangement. The image pixels in the hexagonal image are closer to each other thus making the edges more clear and sharp as compared to square image.



(a)



(b) Figure5.



3.2 Computation time and Storage Capability Hexagonal structure of pixels in an image requires less storage space in a storage device because the image pixels are tightly and closely packed to each other as compared to the square structure. Mersereau concluded that signals in Fourier space require only 13.4% lesser samples to represent the same image in hexagonal grid compared to the rectangular grid [2].



3.3 Efficiency
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Peterson and Middleton found out the fact that the least samples are required for the reconstruction of the wave number limited signal in hexagonal lattice [6]. From this it is clear that the square lattice has less efficiency as compared to hexagonal lattice.



3.4 Equidistance In hexagonal structure, there is a single consistent connectivity that is the center pixel is at same distance from the centroid of the six adjacent pixels [7]. In the normal square structure, there are two types of distant measures. The distance between the diagonal pixels are √2 times than that between the horizontal pixels.



(a)



(b) Figure6.



3.5 Greater Angular Resolution In hexagonal structure, the adjacent pixels are separated by sixty degree where as in square structure pixels are separated by ninety degree. So, curved images can be represented in a better way. Human eyes have a special visual preference of seeing the lines which are at oblique angle which also results in the more angular resolution of the hexagonal pixels in the hexagonal structure [8].



(a)



(b) Figure7.



3.6 Uniform Connectivity In hexagonal structure there is only six way connectivity in such a way that the central pixel is connected with 6-neighboring pixels through its edges. But in square pixels there can be 4-way connectivity or 8-way connectivity. In 4-way connectivity four neighboring pixels are connected through edges and in 8-way connectivity the 4 are connected through edges and 4 through the corners.
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(a)



(b)



(c) Figure8.



3.7 Smaller Quantization Error Quantization error is an important measure to analyze the merits of the configurations of different types of sensors. Hexagonal sampling gives lesser quantization error when compared to square. Kamgar-Parsi developed formal expressions for estimation of quantization error in hexagon spatial sampling and found that for a given resolution capability of the senser, hexagonal spatial sampling provides smaller quantization error than the square sampling. [9-11].



3.8 Aliasing effect Aliasing will occur in an image due to the insufficient sampling rate. In hexagonal structure the number of pixels required to represent the sample was reduced, this provides sufficient samples to hexagonal pixel structure compared with that of a square pixel structure.



3.9 Reflection Symmetry The figure 9 illustrates the reflection symmetry for a hexagonal and square pixel. The hexagonal pixel has rotational symmetry at multiples of Л/3 radians and the square has rotational symmetry at multiples of Л/2. Thus the hexagonal pixel exhibits 6-fold symmetry and the square exhibits 4-fold symmetry [12].



(a)



(b) Figure9.
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4. CONCLUSION Based on our results attained it have been noted that, the adjacent pixels are separated by sixty degree in hexagonal pixel structures where as square pixel structures are separated by ninety degree. So the curved images and slant lines can be represented in a better way (as shown in figure10). For small angles of rotation hexagon pixels represent square images better than square pixels. In spite of their widespread use in nature (retinas and ommatidia), hexagonal pixels offers an advantage in terms of accuracy of representation of an image over the conventional square pixels.



(a)



(b)



(c)



(d) Figure10.
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